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Renésim FINE JEWELLERY
Arising of a longstanding family tradition of 180 years
RENÉSIM designs and manufactures made-tomeasure, individual and unique objects. Europe's first
online jeweller in the luxury sector has now opened a
400 m² store for customers to experience the exclusive
RENÉSIM concept that is as spectacular as its signature object: The Holly Blue, a single piece of platinum
and sapphires in the shape of a butterfly. Renésim,
Amiraplatz 1, 80333 Munich. www.renesim.com
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The art of glassmaking has been an ancient tradi-

British handbag de-

tion and is still being kept up today at the Theresi-

signer, Gabriella In-

enthal glassworks located in the Bavarian Forest.
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At present, tumbler of the "Schliersee collection"
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with themes of wildlife and hunting are being ma-
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nufactured. It takes an hour to engrave wild boars
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or roe deer onto the glasses. The collections date
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back to ancient, traditional moulds that have been
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updated with utmost care to match modern glass

in luxury and indivi-

design. Handmade pieces from 172 euro.
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duality, very much not traditional leather bags, they can be
seen as wearable art, taking their inspiration from the different materials she works with from etched stainless steel,
acrylic, wood to rubber. Based in London and Berlin, Ingram
makes all pieces by hand, all produced in small limited editions. Her bags are now stocked worldwide in galleries, museums as well as fashion stores. www.gabriellaingram.com
►Theresienthal can be found
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at Kustermann (Viktualienmarkt)
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